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This is an application U/S 438 Cr'P'C'

bail for accused Sanu Saikia @ Chandan Saikia

Udalguri PS case No'150/2018 U/S 366 IPC'

through virtual mechanism' Also gone through

case diary.

The allegation in the FIR is that the da

was allegedly disappeared from her

Though a frantic search was made' she

However, on the next day it was learnt

Chandan Saikia kidnapped the girl and this

by accused over Phone'

Seen the petition No'519/2020 dated

I have heard the learned lawYers ng for both

pre-arrest

in connection with

contents of the

of in

on 6.7.20L

not be traced out

Sanu Saikia

fter was

I

.2020.
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Perusal of the statement of the victim girl, recorded by

Magistrate UIS 164 Cr.P.C, as well as the statement recorded by

police u/s 161 cr.P.c. during investigation, clearly reveals that the

girl voluntarily eloped with accused as a result of love affairs with

him and after elopement she also married with accused in a

temple, stayed at Borgang in Sonitpur district and as a result of

her union with alleged accused she has been carrying pregnancy

for two months. As it appears from the case diary, the entire

incident took place at the own will of the alleged victim girl. There

was no allegation of any inducement, threat or promise on the

part of the accused. Therefore, the ingredients of the offence

alleged appear to be not substantiated.

in view of the above factual backdrop, the benefit of pre-

arrest bail is extended to accused Sanu Saikia @ Chandan Saikia.

Accordingly, it is provided that in the event Sanu Saikia @
chandan saikia is arrested in connection with the aforesaid case,

he shall be released in execution of a bond of Rs.10,000/-

(Rupees ten thousand) to the satisfaction of the I,O.

The bail application is accordingly disposed of.

Let case diary be returned in sealed cover.
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